
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF AMERICA IN GILDED AGE

The Gilded Age and the Second Industrial Revolution. (Opens Life after slavery for African Americans. (Opens a modal)
Â· The origins of Jim Crow - introduction.

In our own era's simultaneous growth in both opportunity and insecurity, many have seen echoes of the lateth
century. How did some manage to be so successful while others struggled to put food on the table? A quirky
feature is an interactive game based on one Mark Twain designed and patented to help remember historical
facts. Twain was being ironic and satiric in naming this period of American history. Corruption spread like a
plague through the city, state, and national governments. In , most Americans worked for themselves. New
technologies and new ways of organizing business led a few individuals to the top. So these fortunes of people
like Carnegie and Morgan were built partly on political corruption, and partly on the backs of waves of
immigrant laborers. Industrial Strength Nevertheless, the American economy grew and grew. Most of the
rooms didn't have windows or electric lighting, or ventilation. Three centuries earlier than the Gilded Age,
even British playwright William Shakespeare used the metaphor in several of his dramas: "To gild refined
gold, to paint the lily, To throw a perfume on the violet, To smooth the ice, or add another hue Unto the
rainbow, or with taper-light To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to garnish, Is wasteful and ridiculous excess.
By the century's end, the nation's economy was dominated by a few, very powerful individuals. In many cases,
politicians cut shady backroom deals and helped create railroad and shipping tycoons such as Cornelius
Vanderbilt and Jay Gould. Money is said to have been made off the backs of an expanding immigrant
population who found ready employment with men of industry. And I would say John D. Helped by the
muckrackers and the White House , the Progressive Era ushered in many reforms that helped shift away power
from robber barons, such as: trust busting. For starters, even the harshest aspects of the period possessed their
more positive elements. They bribed the vice president? From the end of Reconstruction in to the disastrous
Panic of , the American economy nearly doubled in size. Philadelphian Frank Furness studied under Hunt.
Many of whom still have their names on things today. Monopolies brought order and efficiency, and wealth
allowed philanthropy. In some states, unemployment rose to almost 50 percent. There are student activities,
educator guides, photos and links to useful resources. A central feature is an interactive map of the and
elections that prompts users to examine geopolitical patterns. Congress, the Presidents, and the Courts looked
favorably on this new growth. And so if you count here, there's one, two, three, four, five, six, I think this is
somebody else's legs, seven, did I get everybody? These men used union busting, fraud, intimidation, violence
and their extensive political connections to gain an advantage over any competitors.


